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GPO Box 1563, Canberra 2601 

40th Annual Conference of the 
Australian Agricultural and Resource Economics Society 

Melbourne, 13-15 February 1996 

Environmental policy is evolving rapidly in the international 
arena with an increasing nwnber of multilateral environmental 
agreemems being negotiated in a range of forums. The issue of 
risk management hasjigured prominently in these processes, with 
the OECD risk reduction strategy for lead and the Basel 
Convention being two recem examples of particular relevanci' to 
the minerals sector. 

A common feature of these recent developments is the lack of an 
economic dimension when considering risk reduction measures 
at the intenzationallevel. \VIzile considerable effort is being put 
into the scientific aspects of risk management, relatively little 
attemion has been paid to the economic issues involved in risk 
reduction. }et economic concenzs are likely to be central to the 
successful adoption of intemational risk management measures. 
This is because any policy changes dealing with risk reduction 
email economic costs and benefits 1-vhich are unlikely to be evenly 
distributed across countries. Failure to fully understand .and 
address these economic aspects may result in the introduction of 
less than optimal policies or the rejection of sensible environ
mental protection strategi.\'~S. 

In this paper, some of the key economic issues involved in tire 
management of risk at tlu .. · international level are reviewed 
together ·with the implications for the development of 
international envi-ronmental policy. The need for economic 
analysis to assist decision makers in fully understanding tht? 
range of implications of potemial policy changes is illustrated 
through a case study of the OECD risk reductionstrategyfor1ead .. 
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Introduction 

The regulation of risk :s. blecoming an increasingly important issue forthe minerals sector 

at both the nahonal and international levels. In common with many other potentially 

hazardous materials, n1inerals have been subject to environmental occupational health and 

safety legislation for mnny years. This is because many risks are not able to be efficiently 

managed at the individual level and some form of government involvement may be 

required. 

The process of nsk management has generally been addressed at a national level, with 

policies being framed in response ro the social circumstances. economic priorities and 

environmental conditions of particular countries. In recent years, however, the issue of risk 

regulation has become more prominent in the intrmational environmental agenda. This 

reflects the incn.~ased gJobnlisation of environmental concerns which has gained 

considerable pace fo.llowing the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development (UNCED) in 1992. 

The repon whkh resulted from the conference, known as Agenda 21, is of particular 

interest to the minerals sector. This report represented a milestone in the development of 

the international agenda for environmental jssues and set the scene for many of the 

activities which have since been initiated. Chapter 19 of Agenda 21 was devolted to the 

environmenta.l1 y sound management of toxic cht~micaJs (defined to include almost aU the 

metals). Within this chapter, a number of key issues were addressed including e:xpanding 

and accelerating the international assessment of chemical risks, encouraging infonnat.ion 

exchange on toxic chemicals and chemical risks, establishing risk reduction programs and 

strengthening national capabilities in the management of chemicals. 

Largely as a result of Agenda 21, international attention has been increasingly focused on 

risk and risk management However, there is some concern that the economic aspects of 

risk analysis and managemeP.t-ha-ve often been ignored in the process. The purpose in this 

papr;r is to review some of the key economic issues involved in the management ofrisitat 

the international·leve1. and to highlight implications for the development of international 

environmental policy. The need for economic analysis to assist decision makers. in fully 

understanding the range of implications of potential policy changes is illustrateci throiJgh 

a case study of the OECD risk reduction strategy for lead. In the case study, theresu1ts of 

a mod<!lling exercise are used to highlight some of the direct and indirect effects ofmo<>ted 

policy developments. 
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Etnerging international agenda 

As noted above, Agenda 21 was instrumental in the development of international agendas 
on environmental issues. Chapter 19 of the report. dealing with the environmentally sound 
management of tox.ic chemicals, is of particular interest to the n1inerals sector. This is 

because metals are classified as chemicals and, because metals are persistent and 
bioaccumulative (that is, they cannot degrade into some other substance and often 

accumulate in the environment}, they are deemed to be potentially toxic orhazardousunder 

most definitions. 

Six mnjor issues were addressed within chapter 19· 

• expanding and accelerating international assessment of chemical risks; 

• hannonising classification and labelling ofchemicals; 

• {!ncouraging infonnntion exchange on toxic chemicals and chemical risks; 

• establishing risk reduction programs~ 

• strenglhenil1g national capabilities and capacities for management of chemicals~ and 

• preventing ille.gut international traffic in toxic and dangerous products. 

Within each of these areas, a range of rccon1mendations wns presented for activities that 

should be undertaken. One of the main proposals emanating from this chapter was the need 

to strengthen international risk assessment. Bodies such as the European Union, the OECD 

and the International Program for Chemical Safety were identified as having common 
goals in this area. Indeed~ a significant amount of work has been undertaken by these and 
other organisations in recent years in improving the exchange of information on the safety, 

use and emissions of chemicals1 hannonising chemical testing procedures~ la.bcHing and 
classification, and so on. 

Particularly significant was the recommendation that efforts be made to introduce br0ad 

based risk reduction programs for the elimination of unacceptable or unreasonable risks. 
This proposal specifically identified the substitUtion and phase out of chemicals a.s means 
of reducing risks. The proposal effective.ly endorsed the work which hr.d already 
commenced within the OECD on chemicals risk reduction. 

3 
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OECD risk reduction strategy for lead 
Since 1990, the OECDhas been working on a risk reduction programfor several chemicals, 

with the program relating to lead being the most advanced (see Cox, Beil and Neck 1994 

foracritiqueoftheOECDstrategy).Earlyphasesoftheprogramresulted·inthepublication 

of a monograph on lead risk reduction (OECD 1993), in which the approaches that have 

been practised succe,ssfully in various countries were reviewed. A workshop also took 

place in 1994 to examine the extent of transboundary pollution associated with lead 

products. Neither the monograph nor the workshop revealed significant areas for concerted 

international action, but several OECD members, most notably the United States and the 

European Union, exerted continued pressure to develop prescriptive action in the form of 

an OECD Council Act 

Debate over the OECD risk reduction strategy for lead came to a head at the OECD Joint 

Meeting of the Chemicals Group and M:magement Committee in June 1995. No consensus 

~ould be reached on the provisions to be included in a Council Act, so the pressure for an 

act subsided (at least temporarily) in the latter half of 1995. An ad hoc Working Group 

was established to review progress on the OBCD risk reduction program, and the group is 

reporting back to the Joint Committee in February 1996 on risk reduction strategies which 

might be undertaken in the future given the experience of the lead strategy. 

Basel Convention 
Another international development given added impetus by Agend<r 21 'is the Basel 

Convention on the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and their disposal. The 

Basel Convention was conceived as a means of preventing the dumping of hazardous waste 

in countries which do not have the facilities to handle them safely, thereby reducing the 

risks associated with the inadequate handling of hazardous waste. The convention is also 

an attempt to encourage both developed and developing countries to improve their waste 

management prac;tices and to develop cleaner production technologies. 

However, the Basel Convention has evolved into a much wider-reaching instrument which 

imposes a strict regime ofprior notice and consent on the movementofmany waste streams 

between parties to the convention, and which prohibits movements between a party to the 

convention and anon ... party. At the Third Conference.ofthePartiesto the Basel Convention 

in September 1995, the scope of the convention was extended even further by the banning 

(effective. from .the end of 1997), of the movement of hazardous waste from developed 
count des to developing countries for recycling or recovery. 
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This last development is of particular concern to the minerals sector' because, tJilder the 
current definitions contained in the Convention, almost all (onns of scrap metal are covered 

by the ban decision. While work is continuing within the Basel Convention's secretariat 
to refine the definitions to ensure that trade in scrap metals is not too adversely affected, 
it is by no means clear at this stage whe.ther adequate. definitions of what is meant by 

'hazardous', ·waste' and 'environmentally sound' can be arrived at within the framework 

of international negotiations on risk management. 

There arc. also signs that some of the principles of the convention may be extended to 

products containing hazardous substances, rather than to just waste streams. In line with 

chapter 19 of Agellda 21 ~ the United Nations Environment Programme is considering the 

dew·~opment of a prior informed consent procedure covering the international trade in 

cen.dn hazardous chemicals. At this stage, the scope of the proposed instrument is 

uncertain, pnnicularly in relation to the products to be included and the definition of key 

tem1s such as •hazardoUS 1 and 'chemical in international trade' -for example, would the 

instrument apply only to chemicals in their raw form or to all products in which it was 

contained? 

Issues for the ntinerals sector 
A number of important implications for the minerals industry are emerging from this 

developing international agenda. Firstt the scientific basis for concerted international 

action needs to be weB defined. In the case of the OECD lead risk reduction program. for 

example, the push for a Council Act ignored the conclusion from a number of OECD 

workshops that risks from lead exposure are cssentialJy local in nature and are best 

addressed on a local scale. This ensures that risk management policies are appropriately 

targeted and account for the social preferences, environmental conditions and economic 

priorities of individual countries. 

Second, •hazard' and 'risk' need to be distinguished in developlng risk management 

policies. The presence of a hazardous chemical in a product is only of concern if it 
represents an exposure risk, which depends on the particular circumstances governing the 
production, use and disposal of goods in particular countries. Both .the Basel Convention 

and the OECD strategy for lead failed to recognise this distinction and did rtot undertake 

appropriate risk assessments of wastc.s, products (or proposed substitutes) or procesSt!s. 

5 
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Finally~ the. economic ru;pects of any concerted, intemationalrlsk reduction,·pi"Qgrams need 

t.o be addressed to ensure that there will be an expected net social benefit from:.any policy 

changes.ln general, there. are two parts to mak.ing decisions about which risks to ft(guJate 

andtheextenttowhich.theyshouldbercguhlted:riskassessmc.nt(thescientificortechnical 

component) and risk managernent (the economic and policy component). While increasing 

attention has been focused 011 the scientific aspects of risk assessment in the international 

arena (for example, Stonehouse and Mumford 1994; \Virth 1994), the same carmot be said 

for the economic issues involved. This can be largely explained by a relative Jack of 

experience in many countries (except. perhaps. in the United States) and international 

organisations in using economic tools to develop ri.s.k management strategies. It is this 

economic aspect of the cmctging intcmatinnnl agenda which will be examined in the 

remainder of this paper. 

Econon1ic issues 

The, literature covering the economics of risk management in relation to public health and 

the environment. is extensive, and it 1s not the in ten• ion in this paper to review this material. 

Rnther, there arc a few key points in the literature which are particularly relevant to 

international regulation ofrisk, and i: is worth reviewing them in some detaiL These points 

relate to the need for tradeoffs between the costs and benefits of risk management 

programs, and to the trade aspects of concerted international measures to manage risks. 

Risk tradeoffs 
A fundamental outcome of a consideration of the economics of risk management is th~ 

need to make tradeoffs between the benefits and costs of alternative risk management 

programs (for example, Viscusi 1992; Breyer 1993). Individuals, and society as a whole, 

a.re faced with the problem of reducing risk subject to the limited resources at their disposal. 

As a result, they are forced to choose between spending resources on risk reducing 

strategies and using those resources to purchase other goods and services. This is the same 

problem consumers face when purchasing any good or service, and implies th~t a similar 

economic framework should be used in detem1ining which risk reducing strategies to 

purchase and the degree (or quantity) of risk reduction to purchase. 

The basic features of such a framework are well documented in the economic literature 

(for example, Tietenberg 1992~ Turner, Pearce and Bateman 1994).The sociaJly optimal 

level of risk reduction occurs where the net benefits of riskreductiorr(totalbertefit$less 

6 
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totalcosts)ai'C maximised. A simple sahemntic representation of this problettltsilh.lsttated 

in figure A. The horizontal axis measures the level of risk associated with a p.uticular 
adverse outcome which, if it occurs, results in a loss (expressed as a monetary loss in this 

case). The level of risk depicted by Rn can be thought of as the ~natural' level of risk

that is, the risk that would exist in the absence of any risk reducing strategies. 

The bcnet1ts shown represent the sum of the amounts that individuals would be willing to 
pay for the reduced risk of loss resulting fron1 a pm1icular outcome (see Hinchy and Fisher 
1991 for more detail on the shape of this curve). The costs shown represent the total co~ts 
to society of implementing a particular risk reducing stratcsy. For ease of explanation! 
sttppose that the vnrjous levels or ri~k arc associated with a range of risk reducing policies. 

The cost curve in figure A is drawn under the ;1ssumption that the costs of reducing risk 

increase ns the Jewel of risk upproachcs zero. The net benefits curve shown in the lower 

p.;tnel is obtained by subtracting the cost curve fmm the benefit curve. The socially optimal 

level of risk is given by R*. the benefits of reducing risk to this level arc B*, While the costs 

are C*. 

A Sociully optimalle,·cl of risk 

Cost'! of nsk reducfiOn 

Pf:QP~bili~Y 
ofloss 
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The: benefits and costs .of risk reduction ~.re equal .for two levels of risk: 8n (the (natural' 
level of risk} and llth• A risk level of R~t requires that no risk !'eduction str~tegies be 

employed, while a risk level ofR.,0 req1.1ircs that Cc:b be spent to obtain. benefits oft he sam¢ 

amount. Society is indifferent between these two scenarios. For risk }(!vets between Rn and 

Reb~ the benefits of risk reduction ourwe.igl1 the costs with the net benefits maximised at 

R*'. For levels of risk lower .than Rd,• the costs of ri.sk reduction outweigh the benefits. It 
is important t<.~ note that a zero level of risk is only optimal under special·circumstances. 

Clearly, many ofthe risks facing individuals can be managed adequately by the individuals 

themselves throttgh changes in behaviour, the purchase of risk reducing products~ insuring 
against speci.t1c events. or a combination of ttll three. Some risksl howevcrf cannot be 

adequntcly man~ged at the individual level and may require government intervention. 

These risks usually involve tln externality in one form or another. 

There are n wide varic,ty of extcrnalides which may apply in situations where risk reducing 

strategies arc considered- for example, the pollution of common property resources and 

the provision ofccrtain types of information such as public health and safety infonnation. 

In situations involving externalities~ there is n possible rationale for government 

intervention. However, to detem1inc whether risk reducing and risk preventing policies 

result jn improvements in welfare. and. if so, in the optimal level of risk reduction, it is 

necessary to define and measure the benefits and costs of changes in risk. 

Recognising the need for tradcoffs between the benefits ~nd costs of risk reduction raises 

questions ~bout intf"rnational risk reduction activities, particularly with respect to their 

scopet effectiveness and efficiency. For example, the costs and benefits of policies can 
generally be fully captu.-ed at a national level, reflecting the social circumstances, 

economic priorities and env1ronmental characteristics of particular countries. \Vhat then 

is therolefor international orgt~nisations in promoting coordinated risk reduction schemes? 

Economic theory suggests that an internationally coordinated approach to risk 
mahagement should take place only in the event of transboundary pollution being 

dentonstrated to be an issue. However, there is an apparent confusion between trade in 
potentially hazardous products and transboundary pollution, and this seems to be at the 

heart of m<lny of the problems surrounding the push for international risk regulation. 

Trade aspects of intern~tional risk regulation 
Trade issues can arise in a number of ways in an evaluation .of the need for conccrtedrisk 

reduction activities. On ~he one hand, it might be argued that trade is part of the problem, 

8 
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in the sense that because trade takes plnce it necessarily imposes or magnifies risks. 
Altenladvely, trade measures have been viewed as .part of the solution -for example, 

restraints on trade might be seen as a tneans of solving a domestic environmental problem. 

In this section of the paper. aspects of the relationship between trade and environmental 

policy are considered, especially in so far as it touches on international risk reduction 

activities. 

Environmental problems arc largely caused by production and consumption activities, not 

by international trade (Anderson and Blackhurst I 992). \Vhile it can be. argued that trade 

can be held directly responsible for environmental degradation in some instances (for 

example, in relation to huzardolls wastes and endangered species), these. arc special cases. 

Governments have decided w collectively control trade in these arcus within the framework 

of mult.ilateral environmental agreements. However, these agreements have met fairly 

restrictive criteria: there is consensus that a high priority problem of global concern exists, 

that collective action is the only wny to effectively address the problem, and that trade 

measures arc an effective and appropriate means of implementing collective action. 

Some of the arguments supporting collective action to restrain trade in the context of risk 

reduction, particularly us part of the OECD risk reduction strategy, go weJl beyond these 

criteria. The general proposition seems to be that any trade in a hazardous chemical (or 

trade in products containing that hazardous chemical) constitutes transboundary pollution. 

For example, it is often argued that cadmium is a pollutant which is not a necessary 

ingredient in fertilisers yet can be introduced into some food commodities when used in 

fertilisers (Brydon, Morgenroth and Sigman 1993). \\'hen food commodities containing 

cadmium cross frontiers, this constitutes transboundary pollution and, therefore, an 

international H!!rccment restraining such trade is justified. It can be similarly argued that 

trade in non-food products containing cadmium should be restrained. For example, nickel 

cadmium batteries arc sold across borders, whete they arc disposed of and enter the waste 

stream. Hence, trade in nickel cadmium batteries is a transboundary pollution problem. 

Neither argument is persuasive. The presence of a hazardous chemical in a traded good is 

only of concern if it represents an exposute risk. and the simple fact of trade cannot be 

accepted as an argument for trade measures or for collective action at the international 

level. Even where an exposure risk can be demonstrated, alternative means of resolving 

the problem must be considered- for example through exposure man~gementtecbniques. 

9 
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lh the example of cadmium in food, a food. standard approach woUld 1:\ppcat to allow 
individuttl countries to act promptly and effectively in line with their own assessment of 

risk and exposure. In the case of nickel cadmium batteries, there is an illlplicit argument 

that the whole life cycle of the product needs to be taken into account. That is, even if a 

product docs not represent an exposure risk in its traded fonn, it will eventually enter the 

waste stream and, to that extent, may be seen as a kind <:'lf .long term transboundary 

pollution. This also ignores the. scope for appropriate risk management st.rategies to deal 

with exposure problems, assuming instead that cadmium in the waste stream is necessarily 

a problem that cnnnot he managed. 

Another argument in suppQrt of intcrnutionnl trade restrictions is based on concerns about 

competitiveness. Por example. a country may decide to implement (l chemical substitution 

policy which imposes higher economic costs on Jt)cal industry. To prevent these higher 

costs adversely affecting the intcrmHionnl competitiveness of domestic industry, there. is 

an incentive to try to impose those costs on industries elsewhere through an international 

agreement to ban or restrict trndc in that chemical. 

However. economic considcnnions do not justify proposals for trade measures or tntde 

provisions in multilateral environmental agreements. lt has been established ill a number 

of studies that there hnvc been no documented cases of systematic adverse impacts on 

competitiveness from disparate environmental regulations. and no loss of markets 

(domestic or abrm\d) as a result of ceo-dumping (for example, Low and .Yeats 1992). 

Neither has there been evidence of significant industrial migration to countries with lower 

environmental standards. There is ccrt.ainly no support for the proposition that concerns 

over competitiveness arc a valid reason to press for harmonisationofenvirontnental.policy 

standards through international agreements. 

Thus, when might tntdc mcnsurc·; he warranted on environmental grounds? This 111ay be 

the case in a surprisingly smnll number (.)f situations. It is important to distinguish between 

domestic environmental issues, where no internationul uction is generally warranted, and 

those where some form of international •public good' is involved, Even where there are 

international externalities. the full implications of the use. of trade measures needs to be 

carefully assessed. 

Collective trade measures might also be considered by countries that believe such measures 
provide more effective and cf11cict1t control of the import and export ofproducts than is 
possible for countries acting individtwlly. Implicit .in this approach is ,the notiQh that the 

10 
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costs of administering import controls can be avoided if the control can be exercised at 

source through an international agreement. This n1ight be the case where target.countries 

do not have the resources to properly monitor import regulations and domestic activity 
related to hazardous materials. This principle underpins the Basel Convention. However, 

a more economically efficient outcome might be achieved by assisting the target countries 
(these are developing countries in the case of the Basel Convention) to build the necessary 

technical expertise. and infrastructure to manage their own affairs without recourse to trade 

distorting international agreements. 

Sovereignty concerns 
Attempts to ham10nise environmental policies bring into focus the issue of national 

sovereignty and its relevance to the resolution of international environmental questions. 

Concerns over sovereignty can arise when the intemationalisation of otherwise purely 

domestic issues results from the desire of some groups to have a say in detem1ining 

environmental policies in other countries. This issue underpins much of the current debate 

over the direction and scope of international tisk reduction programs. In the case of the 

OECD Council Act on lead risk reduct.ion, for example, it is clear that the environmental 

and health impac.ts are mostly localised and, thus, are most amenable to national or, at 

most, regional responses. 

Diffe.rences in environmental policies and standards between countries are conceptually 

similar to the competitive implications of many other policy differences between countries. 

Differences in wage levels and workjng conditions. expenditt~re on education or taxation 

policies, for example, are accepted internationally as legitimate areas in which countries 

have the sovereign right to detennine their O\Vn approach. In situations where there are no 

tnmsboundary effects, and where the international community generally accepts that 

sovereign nations have the right to set policies within their own borders, there can be little 

justification for concerted international measures such as the OECDCouncil Act. 

Case study: the OECD risk reduction strategy for lead 

As noted in the introduction, over the past five years, the OECD has been revieWing the 
risk reduction strategies for lead that are in place in mernber countries. As part of this 

process, considerable attention has been given to the possible development .of art OECD 
Council Act aimed ath(lrnmnising member countries' policies for dealing with risks from 
exposure to lead. The central feature of the draft Council Actpreparedby the United States 
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and the European Union during this process inclUded a proposal to phase out the- use of 

lead in many non-recyclable applications (such as lead in paint, crjstal m:d gasoline) in 

the OECD. 

A major criticism of the OECD strategy has been that no economic analysis of the impact 

of the proposal was conducted (Hughes 1995). Hence, a dynamic, spatial equilibrium 

model of the world lead and zinc markets was constructed by ABARE and used to 

undertake a quantitative assessment of some of the potential economic effects on the 

Iead~zinc markets of policy changes proposed as part of the OECD risk reduction strategy 

for lead. An overview of the main features of the model is provided in the box, and further 

detail can be found in Thorpe, Klijn and Cox ( 1995). 

~Description of the lead-zinc model 

·i··\!'\ ~ynaiTiic, non~Iinear. spatial equilibrium model of U\e, w~rld .tead;an~. zjn,~~niarJ<9ts',~a~;1b¢ert~;,~; 
'::, ~()n!i(ructed for the purpose of nnalystng the em:~ts ofpossible,c~aJ1ge~'l,tdritep1~tiona1:po1i~)'P~~f~Jl'i'~( 
:,):;des~nptiQo ofthe model, including the key features betow.Js proyided'in 11torre.Kiijn "nd:C9~(;lQ~~)/1 ~,;, 
l.,~·;,,'_,,,. _,:0, 1_,·:''~'1''.;,•_'_ ... : .. ''.~: _' · . , . . , - . ' , , · ,·· _>. _._._<··.,':'".'-~·>,~·./·'·.,;.< ,-\· .>/<.-<,.·~~:.··;,;,· '~"·:. •1{:.:··.:~;;~~ .. 

1 
·,'',·.~:._~:~~-\:')~:··l{;.~.:,~· 

• 1Jleworld is disaggregated into eight regions- Australia,llielJ~he4 ·~tnte$ 1 Canqd~~ M~~icwother 
OECD countries. Peru, fomtcr centrally planned economle.S ·(the fQml~r~,Soviet Uniqn, Eastern 
Europe and centrally planned Asinn counhies) and other noo·OECD,tount.rics, 

. . "' ' 

• The commodities modelled are lead, zinc, silver, copper and gold in~oncentratefonnnennedlead, 
zinc n!ld silver; and lead scrap. 

" There is joint production .of orcs/concentrates. 

• Secondary leadproductioq is explicitly modelled. 

TJte model is dynamic to reflect the process Of capacity cxpansio~ ·antt asset price fonnation. jn · 
mining and processing. 

\,~···{~ ~ I ' ' '. it distinction is made between the consumption of rccyciable "lead' (such as 'lead in 'batteries) ·aria "1' 

::··. non-recyclable lead (such as lead in pctro~ and paint). . .. , .~, · ~~ '· ', . ·, . : .. , . , ,.:. ·,f 
·,:•:,,:, ' '; • '·:·:'!~,.~~·,,::' ' . , . ' . • ~' . '.::. ~ .. I ' .-··:, , .-., ~ i ·.:·,. . > .. '. _ ,"- ' :)·:~;~··.; ;.;·,'ti>~::·:·~~·;~::;~ ~:.~}:~~:.~(,;~.;~~~.'''.-~.-:/~.:.:;~,,~~( ,·5··:;:~~~<.\f.);.'.·/~~~~!{.<t-.,'~,:~wt\\- ,·>:', :~>1·~. 
;~rt• .. · ~he'timc horizon in the .model is the twenty;)'<:~Jrortll.99~ ::tR:2Q.~~!.<froll!{~~~~~.~~C~f~l ~~>:~h~~~:} 
~~;:;!.,<:q~ffiJ)Cmivcconditions are assumed for. .the wo~ld and rcgio~al~~~is;\~,~f~t;~;:'·;·;~·:;t:;,~· .. ·•• /''~·~: 2!~' .. ; 

~ ' ' ' • • " " -' ,., • ' ';,''. ' • ' ' -< '< ,'1 

The:rno~cl consist~ of a set of equations governing the Vo1times:pf.pr<)qucU~n ·and ~?n~l1ti1P~l?bi]J~c·~~.~J,; 
,cost. of production and prices of concentrates, refined metal [iOQ Jea(t &Crap; ore ;rcSCf''CSj "~~p~~jty .. :> 

:, .·~~pansions; and market cle~rancc conditions. These cqtmtion$ wer~ ~o1v~~for. e~c:h YC¥~tWt!~ri",r9P~;,;;: 
', :anq~01.2 usingprojccted time paths for real gross·domesticprodo¢t1n,~cht~gl6n a.~~.Pt(.)J¢l~~ff~,~,f1~; 

of'th~·pyproducts, copper and gold, contained .in concentrates, . ' · ·. ·· : ; ,·;;;. :~;:,(,~,'(.:,:: 
" ... ·.·· •.. . . . ·. .· . . .. •·· .. · .......... ·. . .........•. · ... · •. ··•····. •. ; i > ;lt''t • .' A~sumJng that existing'policics continue, r(!sults obtained from tllt!•Jl1o.~el forthe~tjmate-d·.t,im~.P~~~ ·>.: 

, ~fpric:es~md volumes ...... for ore mining and. concentrating ~ctivity~ iead, zioc and sil~eri~ ~9uc~~t~t~~''"i'; 
TefineCf.lcad, zinP and sil Vcr;.lead SCrap; ore reSCl"Vf.:S ~0~ Ctipaci'ty, e~p311Sl0Il .~ CQmprjs~4' JI{~··:~~Asb\ ·~ 
•,Ct1Se' s,cenario ~gainst which ~he potential effects of.pq)i¢y ch~nges,w~~ey~JU~tce· .. · ..•.•..••. ·.:.,,:):·;:.;; ;:>·.;,.(, ' 
,,~ pOlicy induced. change in a .key variable (in·this .case; ·OECP consumptiq~ .~f~~~~Wr~~y~l~~l~,l~·~~)}i;{~ 
. ,was rhcn imposed ·on .the mooel, and variations in the resulting time pAlhf9f:~ey;vari~ljJ~~;;;~~~.,;:,. 

· ,,, itlterpret(:d as thepqtenthlt effects ofthe.policy chang.c. ' , :,·.~. · .. '\ , · :-~:!11::,: }.[:1:~£sf!;i·~~\: 
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In contrast to most other models of me.tals markets (for example, Dartunert and Cnhabra 

1990), the model explicitly incorporates recycling and secondary production, co,. 

production of metals and the process of capacity expansion. in mining and processing. The 

model of the lead--zinc market can be applied to a variety of policy issues, including 

developments in international environmental policy. 

Such analysis is necessary to ensure that the likely ramjfications of any policy change are 

fully understood, and to assess whether the expected benefits from the policy change 

outweigh the expected costs. Qltantitative analysis using the lead-zinc model will not 

provide estimates of the benefits of risk reduction. However, it will provide an important 

indication of the potential costs to the lead-zinc industry of adopting various options under 

the OECD risk reduction strategy. 

In the remainder of this section. some key results from a policy simulation are presented 

together with a number of policy insights which can be drawn from the analysis. 

Policy scenario and shnulation results 
Under a policy scenario motivated by the draft Council Act, governments of OECD 

member countries arc assumed to announce in 1995 that non-recycJable lead use will be 

phased out over the period 1996-2005.lt is assumed that lead use will be reduced gradually, 

to ease the adjustment burden on lead producers and lead users. Starting in 1996, non

recyclable lead use is assumed to be reduced each year in each member country by 10 per 

cent of the, 1992 level of use. In I 992, OECD non .. recyclable lead use, at L 13 million 

tonnes, accounted for 22 pc .. cent of global lead use. 

Summary results for the key price, production and consumption variables are presentedin 

table 1. The results from the policy simulation are compared with base case projections 

obtained under an assumed continuation ofexisting government policies on the production, 

use and recycling of lead. The effect of the policy change is calculated as the percentage 

variation in the endogenous variables from the base case. 

As might be expected, the world price of lead is estimated to be lower than in the base .case 

throughout the period 1996-2012, and around 10 per cent below the bast.' case at the end 

of the simt1lation period in 2012. The fall in lead prices relative to the base case leads to 

slightly increased consumption of lead in recyclable applications in non .. QECDcountries, 

up 0.8 per cent in 2012. At the end of the simulation period, .consumption of lead in non ... 

13 
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recyclable uses in non-OECD countries is estimated to be 6.0 per cent higher than in the 

base case. 

\Vorld production of lead from lead-zin.::. mines declines the most relative to the base case 

- output is below the base case in ail regions. with the United States experiencing the 

largest reduction and Australia the smallest (table 2)-while other outputs from lead-zinc 

mines fall only marginally. 

The projected ~let cost to the world's lead-zinc m.ining industry of the policy change is 

US$1072 millio~~~n 1995 dollars) calculated as the change in the 1995 value of the capital 

stock and ore reserves in lead--zinc mining resulting from the policy announcement (table 

3). The announcement in 1995 of the phase out of non-recyclable lead is estimated to result 

in an immediate downward revision of the prices of lead-zinc mine assets in all regions 

relative to the base case. The change in the 1995 value of the mine assets in each region 

represents the cost (in that region) to the lead producing h'ldustry of the phase-out of non

recyclable uses of lead. The estimated global cost to the lead-zinc industry is the sum of 

the regional costs. 

The costs to the lead-zinc mining industry are not shared equally among regions. Most 

notably, the simulated costs are highest in Australia, the United States and the former 

centrally planned economies, and less signifi·.::ant for Peru and for the other OECD 

countries. In Canada, the contribution of lead to total revenue from lead-zinc mining is 

, . far smaller than in other regions. Thus, the revenue effects of the slightly higher zinc prices 

·partly offset that of lower lead prices. This is not the case for Australia and the United 

States where lead contributes a higher share of the revenue from lead-zinc mines. HO\vever, 

producers in Australia, are generally less reliant on revenue from lead than are the 

producers in the United States. Production of all metals declines relative to the base case 

in the United States, Mexico, the fom1er centrally planned economies and the other OECD 

countries (table 2). 

Production of secondary lead is significantly below the base case under this policy 

simulation. Seconda,ry lead production in the OECD countries is projected to be around 

26 per cent below the base case in 2012, with production in non'"OECD countries nearly 

64 per cent below the base case (table 1). 

Once again, the regional impacts of the policy change on secondary lead production differ 

(table 2). In the base case, secondary lead industry capacity expands in all regions .in whjch 
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Table 1: Simulated<efTCcts of a phase out of non-recyclable lead consumption in the OECD • 

Variable 

Lead price 

Zinc price 

Silver price 

Production of lead in concentrate 

Production of 7.inc in concentrate 

Production of silver in concentrate 

Production of copper in conccntrnte 

Production of gold in concentrate 

Primary lead production 

Lead recycling rate b 

Secondary lead production 

Recyclable lead consumption 

Non-recyclable lead consumption 

Region 

World 

World 

World 

World 

OECD 

Non-OECD 

World 

World 

World 

World 

World 

OECD 
Non-OECD 

OECD 
Non-OECD 

OECD 
Non-OECD 

OECD 
Non·OECD 

Variatiotl from 

base case in 2012 

% 

-10.8 

0.7 
o.o 

-11.9 

-12.6 

-9.4 

-{).3 

-0.5 
-0.4 

-2.1 

-11.9 

-25.8 

-63.4 

-25 .. 9 

-63.6 

o.o 
0.8 

-100.0 
5.8 

a Non·recyclable uses of lend are n..c;sumed to be pha~ed out. at I 0 per cent n year, over a ten year period beginning in 1996. 
h Defined n..c; the rntio of l\Ccondary production to recyclnblc lead consumption. 
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Thble 2! Sir'Jndated change in output as a resaJit of a pbas~ out of non•recyclable~l~ad 
consumption in the OECI) Petcentnse vurintion from base case in 2012 

Ch!Jnge fron1 base case. tnmUput.of: 

Lcuth Zlnca Sil\•cra Secondary lend 

% % % % 

Australia -8.4 4.1 3.6 -67.2 

Cnnndu -12.0 0.5 0.0 -11.4 

United Stntc.s -16.2 -5.3 -5.7 -20.1 

Mexico -13.R -4.1 ~.5 -2.9 

Other OECD countries -12.2 -1.3 -1.7 ... J3.9 

Peru -10.6 0.9 0.5 net 

Former ccntmlly planned 

economies h -!1.3 -1.8 -2.2 nn 

Other non·OECD c<nmtrics -8.7 (),9 0.5 -()0,1 ~ 

a Ch:lnges in OU!put fromlr.ad· t..lnc mme~. b lnclocles the fonncr Soviet Union, l!.astem Borupe nnd ccmrnlly planned As inn 
coumrie!\ c 1~llnl of nil non.OJK"l) couotncs na Nut nvatlnble. 

Tnble 3: Shnuhllcd net costs to the lend-zinc mining and secondary lend industries as 11 
rcstdt of it phase ont of non·rccydabtc lcud consumption in the OI~CD a 

Austral in 

Canada 

United Stmc.s 

Mexico 

Other Ol!Cb countries 

Peru 

Fonner ccnrrnBy planned economics 

O~her oon~OBCJ) C(mnttics 

Total 

Nd cost l() lead-zinc 

rninit~g industry 

US$m 

307 
56 

288 

58 
49 
25 

l8S 
104 

l 072 

Net cost to secondnry 

lead industry 

US$m 

10 

0 

14 

na 
nrt 

lAb 

40 
u Ncl cost!. (in 199!i US d~1llnr1l) nn~ de.liti!!ll nl\ t.hc change ln the \Ynlut: ~)f l995 opcnhtg cllpittd l'lpcks (illehr\Jing, tt:!Oct'\'f!~ fQr Jhc: 
mlnln~ h1di1stry) b T01111 non•Oncn c()untries. na Not nvallabte. 
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u,nJndustry existed in-the base· year. (There are no official statistics onsecondary production 

in Peru and the fom1cr ct!ntrally planned economics.) However, under the simulation of a 

phase out of non-recyclable lead use., expansion of secondary production becomes 

uneconomic in Australia over the whole projection period and in the non-OECD countries 

over the period to 2005, resulting in a contraction in the industl)'. 

The reason for the -..ubstantial fall in secondary production worldwide lies in the reduced 

rate ofrecycling caused by lower lead prices under the policy. The lower lead prices have 

an amplified effect on the price of lead scrap because mnny of the secondary processing 

and collection costs per unit of scrap arc inflexible. The lower scrap prices in each region 

reduce the incentive to recycle, particularly in regions with currently low rates of recycling. 

This effect is only partly moderated by the sJightly higher usc of recyclable lead products 

and thus higher potential scrnp availability. On balance, the availability of scrap for 

reprocessing and, hence, the output of secondary lead are substantially lower under the 

phase out pol icy. 

Policy in1plications 
Phasing out some lead products as envisaged under the draft Council Act may seem an 

attractive option for reducing the risks ttom exposure to lead em.:1nating from particular 

exposure pathways. However, n reduction in market incentives to recycle lead, when 

pursuing policies to phase out non .. recyclable uses of lead, is likely to have the unintended 

effect of increasing risks to human health and the environment. Much of this risk would 

probably stem from increased quantities of used lead acid batteries going to landfill, 

incineration or storage. The reduction in recycling and associated increase in risks would 

occur in both OECD and non-OECD countries. 

A reduced incentive to recycle lead in non-OECD countries, together with increased 

production and consumption of mined lead and lead based products in these countries, 

may increase the risk to theirpopulationsfromexposure to lead. Such countries, in general, 

have less stringent and less well enforced regulations on lead exposure (including 

emissions standards and occupational health and safety standards) and less access to 

technology to minimise exposure risks. Given thot the objective oftheOECD risk reduction 

strategy is to reduce the risks to human health and the environment from exposure to lead; 

it would seem that an important consideration in deliberating the desirability of policy 

change should be the likely adverse effects on non-OECD countries. 
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Apart from the potential. for increased exposure to lead to ·have unintertded· adver~t~ffetts 
on human health.artd the environment inOECD and non,.OECD countries, the significant 

economic costs associated with such a policy change should also betaken intoaccountby 

decision makers. \Vith estimated global costs to the lead-zinc industl)' ofUS$1.1 billion 

for the policy option analysed in this paper, there appears to be ~ substantial probability 
of a Council Act causing considerable industrial dislocation in OECD and non•OECD 

countries. This would occur from the direct losses incurred by companies, their employees 

and the communities in which they operate, and also from the less than optimal allocation 
of investment funds to activit! es earning lower net economic returns to society. 

Conclusion 

Environmental policy is evolving rapidly in the international arena with an increasing 

number of multilateral environmental agreements being negotiated in a range of foroms. 

The issue of risk and risk management has figured prominently in these processes and 

were given significant impetus by Agenda 21. These developments are particularly relevant 

to the minerals sector because metals are classified .as chemicals, many having potentially 

hazardous characteristics when produced, used or disposed ofinappropriately. TheOECD 

risk reduction strategy for lead and the Basel Convent.ion are two recent examples of 

international policy developments which have generated concern within the industry. 

A conunon feature of these recent deve.lopments is the lack of an economic dimension 

when considering risk reduction measttres. \Vhile considerable effort is being put into the 

scientific aspects of risk management, relatively little attention has been paid to the 

economic issues involved in risk reduction. However, economic concerns are likely to be 

central to the successful adoption of international risk management measures. 1"'his is 

because any policy changes dealing with risk reduction entail economic costs and benefits 
which are unlikely to be evenly distributed across countries. Failure to fully und¢rstand 

and. address these economic aspects may result in the introduction of less than optimal 
policies or the rejection of sensible environmental protection strategies. 
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